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"Who are the fallen angels? Elizabeth Clare Prophet
tears the mask from the ancient deceivers of
mankind, exposing their profile of evil and tracing it
back to the fall of heavenly angels into human
bodies. This important book shares what early texts
had to say about the existence of fallen angels and
takes us behind the world of appearances to explore
a perspective that is shocking yet profoundly
hopeful. You will learn about the strategies and
tactics of the fallen angels and how they amass
power and control as well as the unparalleled
opportunities we have today to create great
transformation in times of intense challenge and
change."
To Know Ã… Fallen Angel is a coming of age story
about a boy who tries not to become a sexual
predator. Based on a true story, it is serious yet
inspirational. The main theme is the ability to triumph
over the lasting effects of sexual abuse. The story
explains what happened to the mind of a sexually
abused child, while taking the reader on an
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expedition through the mind of a sexual predator.
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The book gives the reader insight into the reality of
sexual abuse, and the mind of a sexual predator.
The Fallen Angels Book Club has only two
requirements: the members must love books and
have a white-collar criminal record. Hollis Morgan fits
the bill. Left holding the bag in an insurance fraud
scheme concocted by her now ex-husband, she
served her time and is trying to rebuild her life. All
she wants is for the court to pardon her conviction so
she can return to law school. After one of her fellow
members is murdered in a scenario straight out of a
club selection, Hollis is once again the subject of
police scrutiny. Refusing to get stuck with another
bad rap, she sets out to investigate her fellow club
members. Is one of them really blackmailing the
others? As a second member dies in yet another
book-inspired murder, Hollis realizes that time is
running out. Everything rides on her finding the
killer--not just her career aspirations. She must
identify the killer before she herself becomes the
next victim. Everyone is convinced she knows more
than she lets on. But what is it, exactly, that is she
supposed to know? The Fallen Angels Book Club is
the first book in an exciting new mystery series
featuring amateur sleuth Hollis Morgan.
The problem of evil has challenged mankind ever
since the dawn of intelligence. Why is there evil in
the world and why do pain and suffering come upon
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those who do not seem to deserve it? Written in a
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simple, popular style, Bamberger's book, first
published in 1952, will appeal to anyone who, no
matter what his own answer to the question may be,
is curious to learn how it has been answered in the
past or is being answered by others in our own age.
The author traces the history of the belief in fallen
angels in Judaism, Christianity and Islam, and
assembles a variety of tales and superstitions -some grotesque, others quaint and humorous. His
presentation also reveals a basic divergence
between Judaism and Christianity in their respective
attitudes toward the devil. The concluding chapter of
the work deals with the return of the devil to
prominence in contemporary religious thought and
shows how Judaism seeks its own solution to the
problem of evil. The book contains an extensive
bibliography, notes, and index.
"Carl Sagan once spoke of the need to balance the
scientific method with pure, unadulterated wonder.
Scott Alan Roberts picks up that mantle by
examining the Nephilim, the hybrid offspring of the
intercourse between human women and ancient
extraterrestrials. If only for just a moment, kick out
the props of science and religion and let Scott take
you to that place where sometimes the questions tell
us far more than the answers." --George Noory,
Coast to Coast AM "If you've gone to Sunday school
and read Genesis, you've no doubt encountered the
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mystery of the Nephilim, the strange giants whose
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offspring mated with the offspring of Adam and Eve.
Who were these creatures and how did they get
here? The Rise and Fall of the Nephilim... is sure to
challenge your beliefs and get you to look at the
other side of Creation." --Bill Birnes, publisher, UFO
magazine; The History Channel's Ancient Aliens The
ancient books of Genesis and Enoch tell us that sprit
beings known as the Watchers descended to the
Earth, had sex with women, and begat a hybrid race
of offspring known as the Nephilim. Such tales are
as old as humanity itself. These histories and
accounts of visitations and subsequent mixed-blood,
alien-human races comprise the bulk of the world's
myths, legends, religions, and superstitions. The
Rise and Fall of the Nephilim examines: Elohim and
the Bene Ha Elohim--God and the Sons of God The
Watchers: UFOs, extraterrestrials, angels,
infiltrators, and impregnators Biblical and apocryphal
sources from Enoch to Moses The role of the Fae,
Elves, Elementals, and ancient gods What if the old
spiritualities and religions weren't just legends? What
if there was something living and breathing beneath
the surface, a tangible interlinking of religious
thought and spirituality, science and myth, interdimensionality and cold, hard fact? The Nephilim
walked among us... and still do today.
Three of the most popular and sought after
apocryphal books are now presented in a single
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volume. - The Book of Enoch is quoted by Jude,
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cited by Peter, and read by the apostles, Enoch (1
Enoch) informs our ideas of angels and demons.
The book describes the fall of a group of angels
called, the Watchers, who took the daughters of men
as wives and fathered the Nephilim (Genesis 6: 1-2).
Enoch goes on to record amazing visions of heaven
and the workings thereof. Enoch is an ancient
Jewish religious work, traditionally ascribed to
Enoch, the great-grandfather of Noah. It is regarded
as canonical by the Ethiopian Orthodox Church. The Book of Jubilees, also known as The Little
Genesis and The Apocalypse of Moses, opens with
an extraordinary claim of authorship. It is attributed
to the very hand of Moses; penned while he was on
Mount Sinai, as an angel of God dictated to him
regarding those events that transpired from the
beginning of the world. The story is written from the
viewpoint of the angel. The angelic monolog takes
place after the exodus of the children of Israel out of
Egypt. The setting is atop Mount Sinai, where Moses
was summoned by God. The text then unfolds as the
angel reveals heaven's viewpoint of history. We are
lead through the creation of man, Adam's fall from
grace, the union of fallen angels and earthly women,
the birth of demonic offspring, the cleansing of the
earth by flood, and the astonishing claim that man's
very nature was somehow changed, bringing about a
man with less sinful qualities than his antediluvian
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counterpart. The story goes on to fill in many details
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in Israel's history, ending at the point in time when
the dictation began on the mount. - The Book of
Jasher reveals a large quantity of additional
information about the period between divine creation
and the time of Joshua's leadership over Israel when
the Israelites enter into the land of Canaan. The
Book of Jasher includes details about the
antediluvian patriarchs, angels, watchers, the flood,
the tower of Babel, and many other events
mentioned in the Bible. The tales are expanded and
infused with detail not previously available. This
means we receive insight into the lives of Abraham,
Noah, Enoch, Joseph, and many other biblical
figures. We come to understand how they became
great and why they acted as they did. We are also
given hitherto unknown knowledge of historical
events. We are shown how God's hand shaped
history through his love and anger. We see how his
disappointment with men and angels ended in
earth's near total destruction.
Conversations with Angels 2 are true stories of
miracles experienced by the Author Slavica
Bogdanov. Slavica Bogdanov has been guided by
Archangel Michael, her guardian Angel. She has
been inspired to write these stories so that, you too,
can feel inspired and know that Angels are there with
you along your path. She has received messages of
love and forgiveness she shares with you so that you
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can also start a conversation with your own Angels.
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Slavica Bogdanov has published many books. She is
a success life coach and a professional speaker.
She has been enlightened by her guardian Angel
Michael and feels strongly the need to share the light
so you can experience the same happiness in your
lives. Even in the darkness moments, your spirit can
feel uplifted. Anything is truly possible. You have the
right to a magical life. http:
//www.slavicabogdanov.com
Every legendary villain has a story of intrigue and a
character ultimately more flawed and fascinating
than his hero counterpart. These fallen angels are no
exception - cast out from heaven, the subversive
spirits in this deck have committed at least one of the
seven deadly sins to secure their place in the legions
of the damned. The cards in Nigel Suckling's oracle
are similarly rich with experience, and devilishly
direct - Zepar, the angel who makes women love
men, reveals the complications of an affair; Gusion,
who can discern the past, present and future, calls to
let intuition rule; while Shax, who has the
appearance of a stork, warns people to protect their
wealth. Choose a card for daily insight, or lay them
out for a reading. The accompanying book reveals
the card's meaning, and explains each angel's
history. The illustrations, by artist Sarah Perkins,
have been specially commissioned to evoke the dark
charm of these fascinating, mysterious creatures, all
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of whom offer a special message.
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The ancient
books of Genesis and Enoch tell us that sprit
beings known as the Watchers descended to the Earth,
had sex with women, and begat a hybrid race of
offspring known as the Nephilim. Such tales are as old
as humanity itself. These histories and accounts of
visitations and subsequent mixed-blood, alien-human
races comprise the bulk of the world's myths, legends,
religions, and superstitions. The Rise and Fall of the
Nephilim examines: Elohim and the Bene Ha
Elohim—God and the Sons of God The Watchers: UFOs,
extraterrestrials, angels, infiltrators, and impregnators
Biblical and apocryphal sources from Enoch to Moses
The role of the Fae, Elves, Elementals, and ancient gods
What if the old spiritualities and religions weren’t just
legends? What if there was something living and
breathing beneath the surface, a tangible interlinking of
religious thought and spirituality, science and myth, interdimensionality and cold, hard fact? The Nephilim walked
among us... and still do today.
With the price of admission, you are guaranteed a oneway ticket to hell. There's no deal on Earth like it. Do you
want to spend eternity in the Kingdom of darkness but
don't want to have to commit any real sins like murder or
sodomy? Never before has this kind of deal been
offered. All you have to do is pay the fee to purchase this
book and your afterlife will be secured no matter how
many orphans you feed or puppies you pet. Claim your
ticket to Hell with proof of purchase over at
www.RottingHorse.comA parody of parables for the new
ages.Join Jesus Christ on an adventure throughout the
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to expose the true faces of evil who call themselves, The
Craftsmen. Enjoy this timeless tale of revenge and denial
as Jesus delivers his own brand of holy justice.This
exclusive early edit is available now for those who want
to experience the artistic process. There are typos and
other issues in this novel but none that we find too critical
to stop us from letting you take a look behind the curtain.
The final product may be very different (i.e. changing the
the book from present tense to past tense is a strong
consideration) from what you purchase here. You can
get the whole thing free as a PDF directly from
www.RottingHorse.com What's really being sold here is
your soul.
"Did rebel angels take on human bodies to fulfill their lust
for the “daughters of men”? Did these fallen angels
teach men to build weapons of war? That is the premise
of the Book of Enoch, a text cherished by the Essenes,
early Jews, and Christians but later condemned by both
rabbis and Church Fathers. Elizabeth Clare Prophet
examines the controversy surrounding this book and
sheds new light on Enoch’s forbidden mysteries. She
demonstrates that Jesus and the apostles studied the
Book of Enoch and tells why Church Fathers suppressed
its teaching that angels could incarnate in human bodies.
Fallen Angels and the Origins of Evil takes you back to
the primordial drama of Good and Evil, when the first hint
of corruption entered a pristine world—earth. Contains
Richard Laurence’s translation of the Book of Enoch, all
the other Enoch texts (including the Book of the Secrets
of Enoch) and biblical parallels."
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wondered where the story of the fall of Lucifer
originated? Was Satan really once a beautiful heavenly
angel named Lucifer? Did God cast Lucifer out of heaven
because he was filled with pride? Did Satan lead an
ancient rebellion of one third of the angels against God?
DECONSTRUCTING LUCIFER delves deep into the
history of the story of Lucifer to answer these and many
other questions about Satan and his origins. Investigate
the earliest sources in order to determine who was
responsible for the story of Lucifer and its ultimate
adoption as a mainstream teaching. Hebrew, Greek, and
Latin word studies will serve to illuminate the relevant
passages of scripture for you, uncovering their proper
meaning. In the end, you will be equipped with answers
to the toughest questions about the origin of Satan, the
source of evil in the world, and the sovereignty of God in
allowing them to exist.
This book considers the early history of Jewish-Christian
relations focussing on the fallen angels.
Clement of Rome, a personal disciple and companion of
Peter the Apostle records for us the teachings of Peter
on the origins of the fallen angels and Nephilim, the
activities of demons in human affairs, and the roots of
false religions.
Did a race of giant humans once roam the Biblical lands,
Europe and North America? Over 300 historical accounts
of giant human skeletons are presented for the first time.
Massive human skeletal remains, burial mound types,
symbolism, etymology, numerology and ceremonial
centers are compared in the Biblical Levant, the British
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Genesis
6:4, "There were giants in the earth in those
days; and also after that, when the sons of God came
unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to
them, the same became mighty men which were of old
men of renown." The giant offspring of this union
between the sons of God and the daughters of men were
called the Nephilim. This book takes the leap from
mythology to science to discover that the Nephilim were
the last vestiges of primitive species; who were known
for their gigantic height. They spread from the Biblical
Lands to the British Isles and the Ohio Valley. Their openair earthen and stone temples and burial mounds,
containing the remains of giants have stood the
testament of time; leaving an indelible mark upon our
soil. Herein are the historical accounts of the giant
skeletons that have been discovered within burial
mounds and subsurface tombs in the Biblical Lands, the
British Isles and Europe and North America. Discover for
the first time. Who Built Stonehenge. The Numerology
Codex of Gematria that dictates 666 as the Sun Father
and 1080 as the Lunar or Earth Mother and how these
numbers are present in the Bible, Stonehenge and the
Earthworks in the Ohio Valley. Discover a giant race
called the Dinaric whose remains have been found in
Jerusalem, in burial mounds at Stonehenge and the Ohio
Valley. Discover the ancient Amorite Babylonian symbols
that are evident at Stonehenge and the many henges in
the Ohio Valley. Discover the evidence of advanced
mathematics discovered by the Amorites and how it is
evident at Stonehenge and within the earthworks in the
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an affirmation of one of the most mysterious chapters in
the Bible.
Rita's father had been fond of saying, "If you want to
make the Holy Angels laugh, just tell them your plans."
Now, the widowed Dr. Margarita Zornova's grown sons
and medical practice partner have conspired to force
Rita to take her first real vacation in thirteen years,
starting by sending to her 40th High School reunion,
continuing by enticing her into a cruise with two of her
sons, their wives, and her elderly mother. Did anyone
hear that laughter?

This collection presents new research in angelology,
giving special attention to the otherworldly beings
known as the Watchers who are able to move
between heaven and earth. According to the
pseudepigraphic Book of the Watchers (1 Enoch
1-36), these angels descend to mate with women.
The collection begins by examining Watchers
traditions in biblical and non-biblical writings (e.g.,
Gen 6:1-4, the Qumran Hodayot, Book of Jubilees,
and Book of Revelation). The collection also surveys
Watchers traditions among late antique writings,
including the Apocryphon of John, Manichean and
Islamic writings, testamentary literature, the PseudoClementines, and medieval Scholastic texts.
Have you ever wondered why there are so many
religions in the world? Each one claims to be true,
and attempts to affirm it by tales of miracles and
books of wisdom. ButPage
they
can't all be right, can
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they? ln this book, Daniel Clausen shows the origins
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of false religion and idolatry through the Bible, logic,
and his personal experiences as a former occultist
and cult leader, where he gained a real and active
demonic backing, resulting in a loyal, but deceived
following. Read on, and discover the truth of HOW
GODS ARE MADE.
Throughout history, the human quest for knowledge
of the divine, has ruffled the wings of many an angel,
but also tested the wrath of the demon. This book
not traces the history of angels and demons from
their earliest roots to their modern day renaissance,
but also reveals their most intimate secrets. Whether
through personal stories, literature, myth, religion or
art, this book is the story of how belief in angels and
demons has cast a powerful spell over the popular
imagination.
Look up towards the heavens and open your mind to
the infinite, for it is there that you will see the
colourful multifaceted world of winged messengers Gods, Angels, Fallen Angels and Demons. BOTH
SIDES OF HEAVEN is a collection of 18 essays by
some of the foremost modern esoteric writers, occult
scholars and magicians. In their personal
contributions they share their experiences, research
and unique insights into the spiritual realms of the
mysterious beings who have played such an
important and inspirational role in human spiritual
history. From the nature of the daimons of the
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Graeco-Roman world, the Zoroastrian Ahuras and
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Daevas, the seductive Lilith and mighty Lucifer,
through to the Fallen Angels of the Bible and the
Book of Enoch, and their children the Nephilim, we
find that these powerful beings are harbingers of
change. In this anthology their magical natures are
explored through the works of Renaissance
magicians such as Dr John Dee and Edward Kelley,
Dr Thomas Rudd and more recently Madeline
Montalban, as well as in that of the experiences of
the contributors themselves. The ceremonies and
conjurations of grimoires such as the Key of
Solomon, Goetia and Grimorium Verum are
considered, as well as adaptations thereof and
simpler, personal encounters. When you look at Both
Sides of Heaven seeking wisdom and knowledge
from the wings of ethereal messengers, you will see
legions of angels and demons, archangels, fallen
angels, old gods and even a few faeries and green
butterflies. And maybe, they will be looking back at
you too. List of Contributions: Introduction - A Host of
Winged Messengers - Sorita d'Este (editor) Fallen
Angels and Legends of the Fall - Rufus Harrington
On the Wings of Rebirth - Katherine Sutherland The
Myth of the Fallen Ones - Michael Howard The
Enochians - Aaron Leitch Madeline Montalban,
Elemental and Fallen Angels - Julia Phillips Azazel &
Shemyaza - Diana Allam Thirteen Unicycles in the
Woods - Adele Nozedar The Salvation of the Sidhe Page 14/27
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Emily Carding The Green Butterfly - Dan Harms The
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Fallen Angels and the Goetia - David Rankine
Demons & Devils - Maestro Nestor Grimoires for
Pagans - Jake Stratton-Kent The Thwarting Angels Stephen Skinner The Face in the Mirror - Charlotte
Rodgers Between Gods and Men - Kim Huggens
Loving Lilith - Melissa Harrington Zoroastrian Angels
and Demons - Payam Nabarz As these essays
demonstrate, Angels have been with us for many
thousands of years, and their influence continues to
be felt as strongly today as it ever was!
The study of Enoch's words awakened the desire to
explore spiritual dimensions in a deeper way. Enoch
once said: "I write not for my own, but for the
extreme future generations, for you human beings
who will come". Enoch, the seventh of Adam's
descendants describes his journey through the
seven heavens, where he receives revelations like
when he is described the creation of the world and
the secrets of the future. Enoch's journey culminates
with the encounter with God after a life that lasted
365 years. From the mists of time he has shown
humanity a luminous path to follow. Enoch goes
back to the causes of evil and great are his
sufferings for human wickedness and his
exhortations to cultivate good and wisdom. All his
writings, which are reported alongside the
interpretation of "History Academy", were found and
collected in the time before the birth of Christ. Not
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recognized by the Church and ignored in the Old
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Testament collection, they are now published for
everyone to read. Besides giving us a clear overview
of the extraordinary civilization that flourished on
Earth in those times, they offer clear explanations of
the beginning of sin, the angels' fall, the intervention
of the archangels on the future of humanity, the
apocalypse and the arrival of the Messiah and the
"kingdom of God on Earth". Why do angels and
archangels interact with high-minded human beings?
The Ancient Book of Enoch tells the history of the
angels who fell in the days of Jared, Enoch's father,
who married human women and conducted genetic
experiments. This commentary includes a previously
unknown chapter from the Dead Sea Scrolls that
explains how they did their genetic tampering.
Enoch's Books are among the most relevant
apocryphal texts in religious history. They are
presented here for the first time in a restored and
uncensored complete edition, translated from their
original versions in Hebrew and Greek. The text is
also accompanied by a rich theological, scientific,
archaeological and esoteric analysis that explains its
contents in detail. It is a necessary resource for
those who want to know more about Angels,
Demons, Watchers, Nephilim, Melchizedek, the
angel Metatron and the Merkabah. This volume is an
indispensable resource for those engaged in the
study of religion, religious history, angelology,
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demonology, mysticism or the Kabbalah. "In every
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period of crisis in human history, when morality is
despised and wickedness reigns everywhere, divine
help is invoked that will make its supreme justice
prevail against all the diabolical and materialistic
oppositions of earthly justice"
Are you prepared for what is about to happen?
Giants, Fallen Angels and the Return of the Nephilim
will discuss Biblical prophecies of giants on the
earth, the Last Days demonic plot of engineering
genetic hybrids, and what all of it has to do with
Israel and the Middle East. In this book, you will
receive answers to these questions and more… Have
tribes of giants ever walked this Earth? Why are
there massive and precise “prehistoric” megalithic
structures throughout the world? Was early man a
Neolithic Stone Age caveman or did he receive
knowledge from other sources? Are aliens actually
fallen angels? Who are the Nephilim, and are they
returning to Earth? Discover how important these
questions are, from both a personal and global
perspective. Read this book and open your eyes to
the dangers that await mankind, and humanity’s
only hope.
Among the first seven scrolls discovered in the
caves of Qumran at the Dead Sea is a scroll given
the name, "The Book of Giants." It is thought to have
been based on the Book of Enoch, a
pseudepigraphical Jewish work from the 3rd century
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BCE. The Book of Giants, like the Book of Enoch,
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concerns itself with the Nephilim, which are the
offspring of fallen angels, who are called the
Watchers. Two main versions of the text exist. The
Dead Sea version is written in Aramaic. Another
version has been found written in middle Persian,
adapted from the Aramaic to fit into the Manichean
religion. Both versions will be examined. Following
theories speculating that the Book of Giants was
once part of the Book of Enoch, we will attempt to
place the two texts back together to render the
complete story of the Watchers and the Nephilim.
We will discover the history and contributions of
these ancient scrolls and look carefully at their
content and meaning. Throughout the combined
texts of the Book of Giants and the Book of Enoch
we will examine all the biblical and apocryphal
references and parallels within the text. The result is
an in-depth and panoramic view of the Angels, the
Watchers, and the Nephilim, and how one of the
giants of the Nephilim race may have survived the
flood intended to cleanse the Earth of their horror.
In some ways this book is a sequel to The Pillars of
Tubal Cain by Nigel Jackson and Michael Howard, in
another way it is a prequel in the sense that it
expands on the material and themes specifically
contributed by the author to that book. However it
also stands on its own as a concise, popular and
reader-friendly introduction to this mysterious, and
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the person you thought you were, turned out to
be someone completely different? As the nature of
Perez's origins are slowly revealed to him, he enters a
world full of danger and fear. Not everything is as it
seems. The innocent images of angels, are as far
removed from the facts as can be. They are cunning,
ruthless, and to be feared. Finding his world turned
upside down, Perez must learn to adapt and survive. In a
war he didn't choose to join, can he figure out what they
want before it's too late.
Darkly romantic. A dangerous new paranormal thriller for
fans of all things supernatural.Before Earth there was
Heaven, a place of immortality and subservience, a
place where angels existed to watch the world
transform...until one angel changed everything. Gabriel
may have been the first of the archangels to feel love
and compassion, but teaching Lucifer to feel started the
beginning of the end. Angels aren't free to love, to lust, to
want. They are God's servants, his eyes and ears, his
pure beings. Or at least they were. After falling for
Gabriel with all her beauty and eternal hope, Lucifer
refuses to return to his subservient ways. He wants more
than the hand he was dealt with all its immortality and
reverence. He wants to be free. But freedom comes at a
price... Struck from Heaven and the one he loves, Lucifer
is banished to Earth to live as a mortal...but even without
his wings, he'll never be fully human. And he'll never let
go of his rage against the one who cast him out. When
Lucifer discovers the power of his angelic blood, God's
precious humans in all their sins and freedom become
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is set to emerge. A race to reveal the ugliness of
humanity.Through it all, Gabriel refuses to lose faith in
Lucifer and the man she knows he truly is. Now her
fellow archangels plan to use her against him...but will
she be Lucifer's downfall or his savior? A tale of
unquenchable rage, deception, and eternal love.A
paranormal angel, vampire novella. This is a Blood
Bound Origins story that links to the Blood Bound Series,
which dives further into today's world of pureblood
vampires and a war between mortal enemies that's
mixed with a fiery taste of forbidden romance. http:
//bit.ly/bloodboundseries Through this short story, the
characters of Lucifer, Gabriel, and Michael evolved,
demanding an epic story of their own. To follow their
path of destruction, desire, lies, deception, betrayal, and
immortal love, come check out the full Fallen Angel
series: http: //bit.ly/fallenangelseries
Using only the Bible, Dead Sea Scrolls, the writings of
the ancient rabbis, and the writings of the ancient church
fathers, this book puts together the history of the creation
of the angelic beings, the fall of Lucifer and his angels,
the fall of Azazel, and the fall of Samyaza and his
angels. Learn the history of the Nephilim (giants) both
pre-flood and post-flood. Find details of many angels,
demons, and nephilim in the dictionary at the back of the
book. Even find out the exact location on earth of the
fallen angel Azazel. Brought to you from Biblefacts
Ministries, biblefacts.org
"The Bible isn't about religion, it's about our history."
Origins of Evil is a study into the history of Evil, the
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UFO phenomena through genetic manipulation. Planet
Earth is the domain of Satan and therefore rages a
massive eternal battle of good verses evil with the Fallen
Angels and their offspring, the Nephilim, against
Mankind, Satan, and God. Included is a neoteric
translation of the Testament of Solomon, showing the
existence and practice of Demonology during biblical
times and how those forces are still prevalent today. Evil
does indeed exist and is all around us.
Angela is one of 10 daughters of two fallen Angels who
came to Earth to keep a war from erupting in Heaven
over a forbidden affair. Hidden secrets come to light
regarding the Angel clan and Angela fights to save her
family from an evil that seeks to control Earth and all its
inhabitants.
History of times. A history creation of worlds and lives.
Described the significance of the fairy's war against the
dragon's world. A love triangle between Adam and Eve,
and a fallen angel Iblis. Eve was able to make decisions
with her love interest to save the world, though some
decisions were a disservice. Through her experience, it
is clear that love is the surest foundation to build
anything upon. These and other secrets to hold onto
predict and design a perfect future.Fallen angels. The
concept of angels would continue to be a mystery to the
human race for ages. This book dwells on the perception
of angels in different nations and cultures. Just like the
evolution of man, the origin of angels is an important
topic of discourse, as well as the diversity of angelic
beings. A distinction and a correction are added to the
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more you would dig into the well of mystery. This book
promises an interesting reading experience, once laced
with real-life facts properly researched and documented.
Evil walked the earth when angels fell. Evil stalks us now
in disembodied spirits; immortal wraiths once clothed in
flesh when angel and women bred; spirits released from
their fleshly prisons when their bodies were destroyed for
drinking the blood of men. Evil also lives inside of the
common man; set free when pride kills reason and eats
integrity whole. There is evil that entraps us and evil that
tugs from within. But neither have control until we choose
to relent. Evil is a choice of action, of thoughts
entertained too long, of arrogance pushing aside the last
vestiges of compassion. Evil resides within the problem
of choice. What is evil? Could it be as simple as
pernicious selfishness? Could it be the drive for
immediate gratification without regard for others? Man's
life is limited; one hundred years or less. But, the souls of
angel and watcher are eternal. Consider how much evil
can be wrought through the millennia of immediate
gratification on an eternal scale. By contrasting and
comparing ancient texts such as Enoch, Jasher,
Jubilees, the Bible, and various others containing stories
of the creation of angels, demons, and man, a full and
panoramic history of evil is produced. In this history the
startling revelation of the descent of man and angels,
and the evolution of evil on earth is clearly revealed.
Angels are real, some of them fell and became known as
fallen angels. They came from Heaven to the earth, there
is proof in the bible and in history about what they did.
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history speaks of the offspring of "the gods" as giants. Is
their a difference? The "sons of Seth" doctrine teaches
that the "sons of God" mentioned in Genesis 6: were
merely regular humans i.e. the "righteous line of Seth"
who produced the giants. I will include the verse for
those not familiar with Genesis 6 And it came to pass,
when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and
daughters were born unto them, 2 That the sons of God
saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they
took them wives of all which they chose. 3 And the Lord
said, My spirit shall not always strive with man, for that
he also is flesh: yet his days shall be an hundred and
twenty years. 4 There were giants in the earth in those
days; and also after that, when the sons of God came in
unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to
them, the same became mighty men which were of old,
men of renown. The information presented in this book
reveals the falseness of the "sons of Seth" doctrine and
sets the record straight about who the "sons of God" who
"took wives" from the daughters of men actually
were...And now, an in depth preview of the rest of the
book...The Bible speaks of giants using names like
Nephilim, Rephaim, Zamzumim, Zuzim, Emim and
others. History speaks of giants using names like Si Te
Cah, Annunaki, Aloadai, Formorian and others. The
Bible describes giants as at least 13 feet tall and even
much taller having 6 fingers and 6 toes on each hand
and foot. History describes giants as at least 13 feet and
much taller, skeletons of races of giants have been
unearthed having 6 fingers and 6 toes on each hand and
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bible speaks of the "sons of God" the binai ha Elohim
mating with women and producing giants and "mighty
men" as you will see from this book the bible is clear that
these "sons of God" were angels/celestial beings.
Ancient cultures like Sumeria, Greece, Rome, Africa and
others also speak of celestial beings mating with women
and producing giants and super human men. The goal of
this book is to confirm the bible through history and to
confirm history through the bible. The bible is history,
what has happened in ancient and recent times is also
history. The various comparisons you will see in this
book will show clearly that the giants and fallen angels of
the bible are present throughout world history under
different names. Moreover, this book will show the
undeniable association between the gods/celestial
beings, fallen angels and giants of ancient times.
Bible scholar and teacher, Dr. John R. Hargrove has
designed a wonderful, year-long course for the individual
Bible student and for the classroom. Spread out over twelve
courses, each book is a wonderful and insightful introduction
to the Word of God. From Genesis to Revelation, Dr.
Hargrove hopes to help you grow in the Lord and to
understand his Word at a deeper, more profound level. An
intimate level. Ideal for small group study and for the
individual, the Biblical Studies 101 program is, we think, ideal
for you, too. Excellent Beginnings: Course One Let's go back
in time to the story of Creation and a study of the earliest men
in the Book of Genesis. The question is: did God create us or
did we come from a sort of cosmic soup billions of years ago?
Since Creation has obviously taken place, I believe there is a
Creator. He is God. In the Bible, we will see that God does
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and asks them to go forth as prophets for Him.
Those were usually men of great faith. We will soon learn that
the Bible is not a story of great men, but of a great God. Yes,
the Lord still communicates with us today, and I want to show
you how. In this study, Course One of the "Biblical Studies
101", we will assume the Creation story is the true one. If you
are not sure about that, I invite you to settle in and read what
God has to say about it.
BLACKWING ANGEL (A Fallen Angels Paranormal Romance
Series: Book One) Meta hauls souls to Hell. Sol thinks
sneezing during prayer is a sin. But Meta finds herself falling
for him just as Satan tempts her with power and acceptance
she's never known. In a world where forbidden desires are
paid for with your soul, young Meta must decide if she's
willing to turn from the alluring darkness and give her heart to
an angelic man who was never meant to be hers. Immerse
yourself in this young adult paranormal romance fiction rich
with engaging characters and surprising twists and turns from
bestselling author, Heather Choate. Check out what others
are saying about Blackwing Angel: "I absolutely fell in love
with Meta!! She was a complex character to get to know. I
loved how she didn't instantly fall in love with Sol, the most
pure angel of heaven. At first she did despise him, but she
eventually grew to love him. This book had a lot of twists and
turns and just when you thought it was going to end BAM
another obstacle keeps you glued to the book. I recommend
this book to any who are fascinated with angels, good or
bad." -Brit "This book was very entertaining and kept me
wanting more and more until the end. The author, Heather
Choate, does a remarkable job keeping you on the edge of
your seat while following Meta on her journey. This book also
has some surprising twists that really caught me off guard
and for me really set this book apart from some of the others I
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that the author has a knack for writing a captivating
story but also does so in a very intriguing fashion. Excellent!"
-Merry May "I read this book in one day, I just couldn't put it
down! I was drawn into it on the very first page, and the draw
never waned. The characters are well developed, entertaining
and believable; I loved the flow in the book. I find it hard to
keep my interest in most books but this one did it without me
realizing it was going on. And for that alone I highly
recommend this book." -Stuart Powell Get your copy of
Blackwing Angel today!
Provides convincing evidence that angels, demons, and fallen
angels were flesh-and-blood members of a giant race
predating humanity, spoken of in the Bible as the Nephilim. •
Indicates that the earthly paradise of Eden was a realm in the
mountains of Kurdistan. • By the author of Gateway to
Atlantis. Our mythology describes how beings of great beauty
and intelligence, who served as messengers of gods, fell from
grace through pride. These angels, also known as Watchers,
are spoken of in the Bible and other religious texts as lusting
after human women, who lay with them and gave birth to
giant offspring called the Nephilim. These religious sources
also record how these beings revealed forbidden arts and
sciences to humanity--transgressions that led to their
destruction in the Great Flood. Andrew Collins reveals that
these angels, demons, and fallen angels were flesh-andblood members of a race predating our own. He offers
evidence that they lived in Egypt (prior to the ancient
Egyptians), where they built the Sphinx and other megalithic
monuments, before leaving the region for what is now eastern
Turkey following the cataclysms that accompanied the last Ice
Age. Here they lived in isolation before gradually establishing
contact with the developing human societies of the
Mesopotamian plains below. Humanity regarded these
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faces and
burning eyes--as gods and their realm the paradise
wherein grew the tree of knowledge. Andrew Collins
demonstrates how the legends behind the fall of the
Watchers echo the faded memory of actual historical events
and that the legacy they have left humanity is one we can
afford to ignore only at our own peril.
This sequel to "Fallen Angels and the Origins of Evil"
introduces Saint Germain and other great masters of East
and West who deliver their prophecies for Aquarius revealing
the role of fallen angels in economic upheaval, international
terrorism, and more. "Fallen Angels Among Us" offers
tremendous hope and a way to transmute and transcend the
prophecies before us.
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